We prove that the solution of a system of random ordinary di erential equations dX(t) dt = V(t;X(t)) with di usive scaling, X " (t) = "X( t " 2 ), converges weakly to a Brownian Motion when " # 0. We assume that V(t;x), t 2 R, x 2 R d is a d-dimensional, random, incompressible, stationary Gaussian eld which has mean zero and decorrelates in nite time.
1 Introduction. Let us consider a particle undergoing di usion with a drift caused by an external velocity eld V(t; x); t 0; x 2 R d . Its motion is determined by the Itô stochastic di erential equation ( 
dX(t) = V(t; X(t))dt + dB(t);
X(0) = 0;
where B(t); t 0 denotes the standard d-dimensional Brownian Motion and 2 is the molecular di usivity of the medium. The particle trajectory X(t); t 0 is assumed, for simplicity, to start at the origin.
We want the velocity eld V to model turbulent, incompressible ows so we assume that it is random, zero mean, divergence-free and mixing at macroscopically short space and time scales (see e.g. 8] , 29] , 32]). To describe the long time and long distance behavior of the particle trajectory we introduce macroscopic units in which the time t and space variable x are of order " ?2 and " ?1 , respectively, where 0 < " 1 is a small scaling parameter. In the new variables the Brownian Motion is expressed by the formula "B( t " 2 ); t 0. Its law is then identical to that of the standard Brownian Motion. In the scaled variables the Itô stochastic di erential equation for the trajectory is ( dX " (t) = 1 " V( t 
where v i;j (t) =< V i (t; X(t))V j (0; 0) + V j (t; X(t))V i (0; 0) >; i; j = 1; ; d (4) is the symmetric part of the Lagrangian covariance function of the random velocity eld, with < > denoting averaging over all possible realizations of the medium. As noted by Taylor, the di usivity is increased by advection in a turbulent ow. The main assumption in 31] was the convergence of the improper integrals in (3) . This means that rapid decorrelation of Eulerian velocities V(t; x) will be inherited by the Lagrangian velocities V(t; X(t)) of the tracer particle. The mathematical analysis and proof of this fact, under di erent circumstances regarding V(t; x), is immensely di cult. In this paper we make a contribution towards the understanding of this issue.
Before stating our results we will review brie y the status of the mathematical theory of turbulent di usion. We mention rst the papers 26], 24], 25], 23], 21] in which, among other things, it is shown that for an ergodic, zero mean velocity eld V with su ciently smooth realizations and suitably restricted power spectra, when the molecular di usivity is positive then the family of trajectories fX " (t)g t 0 ; " > 0 converges weakly to Brownian Motion in dimensions d 2. Its covariance matrix K = i;j ] i;j=1; ;d is, in accordance with Taylor's prediction, i;j = Z +1 0 ME V i (t; X(t))V j (0; 0) + V j (t; X(t))V i (0; 0)]dt + 2 i;j ; i; j = 1; ; d; (5) where X(t); t 0 is the solution of (1), M and E denote expectations over the underlying probability spaces for the Brownian Motion B(t); t 0 and the random vector eld V, respectively. The improper integrals of (5) converge in the Cesaro sense, that is, the limits ME V i (t; X(t))V j (0; 0) + V j (t; X(t))V j (0; 0)]dt exist and are nite. We should stress that the Cesaro convergence of the improper integrals appearing in (5) follows from the proof of weak convergence and is not an assumption of the theorem. Since 2 I is the intrinsic di usivity of the medium we note that K > 2 I (or that K ? 2 I is positive de nite) so that advection enhances the e ective di usivity K.
The proof of the statements made above can be found in 26] and 24] for bounded time independent velocity elds. For unbounded elds (such as Gaussian elds for example) the proof can be found in 25], 4] and 13]. Di usion in time dependent, zero mean elds can be analyzed using an extension of the averaging technique developed there.
The one dimensional case, d = 1, has also been investigated and the results there are di erent from the higher dimensional ones. This is because there are no nontrivial incompressible velocity elds in one dimension. For a Gaussian \white noise" velocity eld typical particle displacements are of order ln 2 t instead of p t, as is expected in the multidimensional case. This localization phenomenon is discussed in 28, 23, 17, 6] and does not occur when the random velocity eld is incompressible and integrable in a suitable sense 13].
Since formula (5) for the e ective di usivity K involves the solution of an Itô stochastic di erential equation with stochastic drift it is far from being explicit. In many applications it is important to consider how K behaves as a function of , especially when # 0, which is the large Pecl et number case where advection is dominant 16] . Although this question is very di cult to deal with analytically some progress has been made recently by noting that K is a minimum of an energy-like functional allowing, therefore, extensive use of variational techniques (see 11] for periodic and 12] for certain random ows). We can go one step further and ask about the limiting behavior of the trajectories of (2), as " # 0, in the absence of any molecular di usivity, that is, when = 0. The e ective di usivity, if it exists in this case, is purely due to turbulent advection. It is this aspect of the problem of turbulent di usion that we will address in this paper.
In previous mathematical studies of advection induced di usion the focus has been mainly on velocity elds which besides regularity, incompressibility and stationarity, either in time or both in space and time, have also strong mixing properties in t ( 20, 18, 19] ) and they are slowly varying in x. This means that equation (2) As before, E denotes expectation taken over the underlying probability space of the random velocity eld V. The convergence of the improper integral follows from the rapid decay of the correlation matrix of the Eulerian velocity eld, which is a consequence of the assumed strong mixing properties of the eld.
Very little is known when = 0, that is, when the velocity eld is not slowly varying in the x coordinates. However, it is believed that we have again di usive behavior, in the sense described above, if the velocity eld V(t; x) is su ciently strongly mixing in time and then the e ective di usivity is given by (5) . In a series of numerical experiments R. Kraichnan ( 22] ) observed that the di usion approximation holds even for zero mean, divergence-free velocity elds V(x) that are independent of t, provided that they are strongly mixing in the spatial variable x and the dimension d of the space R d is greater than two. For d = 2 there is a \trapping" e ect for the advected particles, prohibiting di usive behavior. Some theoretical results in this direction have been obtained recently by M. Avellaneda et al. in 3] for specially constructed two dimensional, stationary velocity elds. An extensive exposition of turbulent advection from a physical point of view can be found in 16].
In this paper we assume that the eld V(t; x) is stationary both in t and x, has zero-mean, is Gaussian and its correlation matrix R(t; x) = E V i (t; x)V j (0; 0)]] i;j=1; ;d has compact support in the t variable. This means that there exists a T > 0 such that R(t; x) = 0; for j t j T, x 2 R d . Such random elds are sometimes called T-dependent (cf e.g. 9]). We also require that the realizations of V are continuous in t, C 1 smooth in the x variable and that
We prove that for such velocity elds the improper integrals appearing in (5) converge and that the family of processes fX " (t)g t 0 ; " > 0 tends weakly to Brownian Motion with covariance matrix given by (5) . The precise formulation of the result and an outline of its proof is presented in the next section. It is important to note that the result presented here seems to be unattainable by a simple extension of the path-freezing technique used in the proofs of the di usion approximation for slowly varying velocity elds in 20, 18, 19] .
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce some basic notation, formulate the main result and outline the proof. Sections 3-5 contain some preparatory lemmas for proving weak compactness of the family fX " (t)g t 0 ; " > 0. The proof of tightness is done in Section 6 where we also identify the unique weak limit of the family with the help of the martingale uniqueness theorem.
Basic Notation, Formulation Of The Main Result And
Outline Of The Proof.
Let ( ; V; P) be a probability space, E expectation relative to the probability measure P, A a sub -algebra of V and X : ! R a random variable measurable with respect to V. We denote the conditional expectation of X with respect to A by E X j A] and the space of all V-measurable, p integrable random variables by L p ( ; V; P). The L p -norm is kXk L p = fE j X j p g 1=p :
We assume that there is a family of transformations on the probability space such that Since the projection operator is a contraction in the L 2 -norm we can also see that V a;b (t; x) satis es (9), for any a b, thus by Theorem 3.4.1 of 1] it is continuous in t and C 1 -smooth in x 2 Let us consider now the family of processes fX " (t)g t 0 ; " > 0 given by
Because V(t; x) grows at most linearly, both in t and x, (10) The main result of this paper can be now formulated as follows.
Theorem. 1 Suppose that a Gaussian random eld V(t; x) is stationary in t and x (i.e.V(t; x; !) = e V( t;x (!)) for some e V(!) as in (7)). Assume that it satis es conditions A1)-A4). Then E j X " (u) ? X " (t) j p j X " (t) ? X " (s) j 2 C(u ? s) 1+q ; (12) for all " > 0, 0 s t u L and some constants p; q; C > 0. After establishing (12) we can apply some of the classical weak compactness lemmas of Kolmogorov and Chentzov (see 5]) to conclude tightness. Note that X " (t) = "X( t " 2 ); " > 0; t 0:
For brevity we shall use the notation V(t; s; x) = V(t; X s;x (t)) with the obvious extension to the components of the eld. Let us also make a convention of suppressing the last two arguments i.e. s and x in case when they both vanish. For any nonnegative integer k and i 1 ; ; i k 2 f1; ; dg we shall use the notation
Again we shall suppress writing the last two arguments in case they are both zero.
We now write the equation for the trajectories in integral form
and so the left hand side of (12) is
? X " (t) j p V i;i (% 0 ; % 00 )]d% 00 : (13) Since, according to Lemma 1, the eld fV(t)g t 0 is stationary, (13) The key observation we make in Remark (7)). In order to be able to de ne the chain we will have to develop some tools in Sections 3 and 4 and establish certain technical lemmas about the expectation of a process along the trajectory X(t); t 0 i.e. f( t;X(t;!) (!)) conditioned on the -algebra V ?1;0 representing here the past.
The proof of estimate (12) 
for any s > 0. The result in (15) may appear to be too weak to claim (12) yet combined with the fact that V(t) is a Gaussian random variable for any xed t 0, hence P j V(% 00 ? NT; X(% 00 ? NT)) j N] e ?CN 2 ;
for some constant C > 0, we will be able to prove in Section 6 that (12) is estimated by C(u ? s) 1+q , for some q > 0. In this way we will establish tightness of fX " (t)g t 0 ; " > 0.
The limit identi cation will be done by proving that any limiting measure must be a solution of a certain martingale problem. Thus the uniqueness of the limiting measure will follow from the fact that the martingale problem is well-posed in the sense of 34].
Remark. In what follows we wish to illustrate the idea of an abstract valued Markov Chain f n g n 0 we have introduced above and shall develop in Section 4. Consider a space-time stationary velocity eld V(t; x; !) on a probability space ( ; V; P) with the group of measure preserving transformations t;x , t 2 R, This eld is of course not time stationary (actually it can be made so by randomizing the \switching times" NT) and we do not even assume that it is Gaussian. However we wish to use this case to shed some light on the main points of the construction we carry out in this article. Let S((! n ) n2Z+ ) = (! n+1 ) n2Z+ and Z((! n ) n2Z ) = S(( 0;X(T ;! 0 ) (! n )) n2Z+ ): Here X(t) denotes the random trajectory generated by V starting at 0 at time t = 0. Let us consider the Markov chain with the state space e on the probability space ( e ; e V; e P)
We can easily observe that W(t; Y(t; (! n ) n2Z+ ); (! n ) n2Z+ ) = W(t ? NT; Y(t ? NT; N ((! n ) n2Z+ )); N ((! n ) n2Z+ )) for all t and N 2 Z + . By Y we have denoted the random trajectory of a particle generated by the ow W and such that Y(0) = 0. The transition of probabilities operator Q for the chain f m ((! n ) n2Z+ )g m2Z+ de ned on L 1 ( e ; e V; e P) is given by the formula V 0 = V T T and T = f ; g is a trivial ?algebra. The last term in (17) therefore can be easily shown to be equal to 0, when n ? m 1, using (16) .
We can see thus that for any p > 0 E j Y " (u) ? Y " (t) j p j Y " (t) ? Y " (s) j 2 ] C(t ? s); which su ces to claim tightness of the family fY " (t)g t 0 .
3 Lemmas On Stationarity And Conditional Expectations.
The following lemma is a version of a well known fact about random shifts, shown in 27] and 15], where it was derived with the help of the theory of Palm measures. Before formulating it let us make a convention concerning the terminology. We say that a random vector eld W(t; x) on the probability space ( ; V; P) is of at most linear growth in t and x if for almost every ! 2 there is a constant K(!) so that j W(t; x; !) j K(!)(j t j + j x j).
Remark. Note that according to Remark 3 given after the listing of conditions A1-A5) in the last section V(t; x) is of at most linear growth 2 
In the next lemma we recall Theorem 3 of Port and Stone ( 27] ii) f andf have the same probability distributions.
Before stating the proof of this lemma let us introduce some additional notation. Obviously it ful lls condition i) from the conclusion of the lemma.
The fact that f andf have the same probability distributions follows from the observation that the probability distribution laws of the processes V(t; x; !) = (!)(t; x) and W(t; x; !; ! 0 ) = (!; ! 0 )(t; x) are identical 2 The following lemma provides us with a simple formula for an expectation of a random process along the trajectory X(t); t 0 (the solution of (10) 
: Indeed, passing to the limit with h # 0 we see that the functions X h (t) = X h n ; for nh t < nh and e X h (t) = e X h n ; for nh t < nh converge, for all !; ! 0 , to X(t) and e X(t), respectively, uniformly on any compact interval.
The rst equality in (25) follows from an elementary property of conditional expectations, while the second is a direct application of Lemma 5 2 Hence the only thing remaining to be proven is Lemma 5.
Proof of Lemma 5. Formula (21) is obviously true for n = 0. Suppose it holds for a certain n. We get for n + 1 that
Ef'(X h n+1 )1 C j V a;b g = Ef'(X h n + V h n (X h n )h)1 C j V a;b g =
Ef'(X h n + U h n (X h n )h + W h n (X h n )h)1 C j V a;b g:
The only thing we need yet to prove is therefore that for any continuous function :
E ! 0 f ( e X h n (!; ! 0 ); U h n ( e X h n (!; ! 0 ); !)h; W h n ( e X h n (!; ! 0 ); ! 0 )h)1 C (! 0 )g:
Actually it is enough to consider only (x; y; z) = 1 (x) 2 (y) 3 (z). A standard approximation argument will then yield (26) for any . We need to verify that
E ! 0 f 1 ( e X h n (!; ! 0 )) 2 (U h n ( e X h n (!; ! 0 ); !)h) 3 Ef 1 (X h n ) e 2 (X h n )1 C 2 e 3 (X h n )1 C 3 1 C j V a;b g = Ef 1 (X h n ) e 2 (X h n ) e 3 (X h n )1 C 3 1 C j V a;b g1 C 2 = E ! 0f 1 ( e X h n (!; ! 0 )) e 2 ( e X h n (!; ! 0 )) e 3 ( e X h n (!; ! 0 ))1 C (! 0 )1 C 3 (! 0 )g1 C 2 (!):
The last equality holds because we have assumed that Lemma 5 is true for n. Therefore we have veri ed (28) for functions speci ed as above and thus the proof of the lemma can be concluded with a help of a standard approximation argument 2 4 The Operator Q And Its Properties.
Throughout this section we shall assume that e X has the same meaning as in (20) . Proof. 1) and 4) follow directly from Lemma 6. 2) is obvious.
3) Note that from (29) Our main objective in this section is to prove the following lemma.
Lemma. 
for and certain constants C 01 ; C 02 . Let 0 < < 1 be such that + 1 e (1+ )T < 1 and < 1.
In the sequel we will denote K n ( ) by simply writing K n , n 1. The last but one inequality follows from Lemma 11 and estimate (45). Taking into account (41) we see that the left hand side of (37) we get therefore an estimate of (53) by the rst factor, i.e. by C 81 n C 82 log 2 ?1 ( n 2 ) : For k < n for 0 < r < 1 and n su ciently large. Therefore (53) can be estimated by C 91 e ?C 71 n 1?r .
Hence our lemma has been completely proven, provided that we prove Lemma 11 2 Proof Of Lemma 11. ( +1) (C 1 + log n + log m) 1 ? +1 (e ( +1) T ? 1) we can observe that j x j R implies j F(x) j R. Choose therefore R = C(log n+log m) for C su ciently large independent of n; m. By Brouwer's theorem there exists an x such that F(x) = x. Then, as we have noted x : T (x) = 0] is not empty. The second part of the lemma follows from the a'priori estimate (55) 2 6 Tightness And The Limit Identi cation.
The rst step towards establishing tightness of the family fX " (t)g t 0 ; " > 0 is to check that for any L > 0 there is C > 0 so that for all 0 s t L, " > 0 E j X " (t) ? X " (s) j 2 C(t ? s):
The left hand side of (56) Now after we have established that fX " (t)g t 0 ; " > 0 is weakly compact we have to prove that there is only one process whose law can be a weak limit of the laws of the processes from the family. The rst step in that direction is the following lemma. First let us denote by (X 1 " (t); ; X d " (t)) the components of the process fX " (t)g t 0 ; " > 0. Lemma 
Using a computation identical with that to obtain (58) we get that the di erence between (70) and The second term of (69) is estimated essentially with the help of the same argument as the one used in the proof of the previous lemma. We consider two cases. First when % 0 " 1? then by Lemma 10 we get the desired estimate. Secondly when % 0 < " 1? we use Schwartz inequality and reach the estimate as claimed in the lemma 2 Lemma. 15 For any 2 (0; 1) and 0 < 0 < there is a constant C so that E j X " (t + " ) ? X " (t) j 4 C" 2 0 :
Proof. (r r rf)( i )) g: Here i is a point on the segment X " (t i ); X " (t i+1 )]. The last term of (73) can be estimated by C " h E j X " (t i+1 ) ? X " (t i ) j 4 i 3=4 with the help of the Schwartz lemma. Using Lemma 15 we get that this term is of order of magnitude C" 3 0 =2? = o(1). The rst term is estimated with the help of Lemma 13 by C" 1? . The second term of (73) can be rewritten as being equal to 1 2 X i:s<t i <t Ef( X " (t i+1 ) ? X " (t i )] X " (t i+1 ) ? X " (t i )] ? " i;j ; (r rf)(X " (t i ))) g+ 1 2 X i:s<t i <t Ef( " i;j ; (r rf)(X " (t i ))) g: where " i;j = Ef X " (t i+1 ) ? X " (t i )] X " (t i+1 ) ? X " (t i )]g:
The rst term of the above sum tends to zero faster than " . The latter is equal to ij " E up to a term of magnitude o(" ). 
